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3,083,611 additional drive means which is simple and rugged and 
MULTI-LOBAR SCAN HORIZON SENSOR which operates s ~ c h  minute fra~t ion of the total lime 
Adrian J. Ziolkowski and Gerald Fsfbel, Stamford, Pndl that its contributions to shortening sf useful, unatended 
Robert W. Astbeimer, Westport, Conn., and Richard F. life is entirely neglig~ble. 
Leftwich, Pound Ridge, N.Y., assignors, by rnesae SS- 6 The scan of the horizon sensor of the psesent inven- 
signments, to the United States of America as  repre- tion utilizes a broad principle w h i ~ h  is also uZilized in 
sented by the Administrator of the Natiolml Aero- the conical scan of the standard multiple horizon sensor 
nautics and Space Administration systems of the present day, that is to say, a prism ro- Filed Jan. 30,1961, Ser. No. 85,585 
10 Chims. (C1. 88-1) tated. However, in the present invention, instead of ro- 10 tating one prism, two prisms are rotated in o~sposite di. 
This invention relates to an improved horizon sensor. rections at a predetermined speed ratio. The result of 
The problem of horizon sensors which are essential to  counter-rotating two prisms is to produce scans which 
proper stabilization of nonspinning satellites and space may be in the form of rosettes, their shapes being remi- 
probes is one which involves a number of stringent re- niscent of kis~ajous-t)pe figures obtained on oscillo- 
quirements, n a b l y  low power, minimum weight, mini- 16 scopes. 
mum moving parts and maximum reliability and versa- The number of lobes in the rosette of the scan may 
tility. This last requirement is of particular interest in vary from three up, it being noted that there are cerhin 
horizon sensors which are to give altitude information rosettes such as certain multiples of three, for example 
for space probes which have to operate over tremendous six lobe rosettes which cannot be generated in a con- 
altitude changes, for example, from 100,000 miles to less 20 tinuous scan. The particular type of scan chosen, that, 
than 5,000 miles and with planets of different diameter. is to say, the relation in the counter-rolalional speeds of 
In general, horizon sensors operate in the infrared, the two prisms, depends on a compromise with a number 
although the operation of the instruments is not theo- of factors. If there are a large number of lobes in the 
retically limited to this form of radiation. However, rosette, either the speed of scan, or the overall time con- 
if reflected light is to be used in the visible or even in 25 stant of the instrument are affected. Too fast a scan 
the ultraviolet, this limits utility on satellites, and to a will result in so rapid a passage across the horizon that 
lesser but still significant extent, on space probes. There- the pulses are not reliable, as many infrared detectors 
fore, while the instruments or instrument systems of the have moderately long time constants, for example, of 
present invention are not limited in their broadest aspects the order of a millisecond. With such detectors horimn 
to use with infrared radiations in a more specific aspect, 30 crossings of significantly less than a millisecond are un- 
infrared instruments are covered and they form by far desirable. As a result, when there: are a large number 
the most important practical field of utility at the pres- of lobes in the scan, this introduces an undesirably long 
ent time. Accordingly, the present invention will be dis- time constant to the whole instrument. There have been 
cussed in terms of infrared instruments although it will developed thermistors composed of very thin layers of 
be apparent that the nature of the radiation is not an es- 35 germanium or silicon which have much shorter time 
sential limitation. constants down to as low as about 1 p sec. %en these 
The standard horizon sensors in use today are used extremely fast detectors are used it is, of course, pos- 
in pairs utilizing conical scans, each of the two horizon sible to operate with much faster scans. These fast 
sensors being oritnted along two axes. These instru- detectors, while they can be used in the present inven- 
ments have achieved great practical success and operate 40 tion form no part thereof. 
reliably. The horizon sensors, however, have cer- Rosettes with an uneven number of lobes give less 
tain limitations. The duplication adds wcight, power con- stable signals, and in the case of scans with relatively 
sumption and, of course, multiplication of moving parts small numbers of lobes, are undesirable although they 
has an effect on statistical life expectancy. can be used where precision is not so important. How- 
Other horizon sensors have been developed with 0s- @ ever, with a scan having a very large number of lobes, 
cillating scans across the horizon. Normally, three scan- for example, of the order of 20 or more, the diRerence 
ning systems are employed and although a single instru- introduced by an uneven number of lobes becomes much 
ment assembly is possible the number of parts and weight smaller, and in such cases practical instmments can be 
is not significantly reduced. However, this type of hori- designed with an uneven number of lobes in the scan. 
zon sensor lends itself to use for a wider range of However, there is no advantage in using an uneven 
altitudes, and can easily be utilized with simple circuit number and in general, therefore, even lobe scans are 
modifications to give altitude information as well as in- preferred. 
formation as to satellite attitude. Another factor is introduced by reason of the loca- 
The present invention retains the advantages of oscil- B6 tion of the lobes in different quadrants. Unless num- 
latory scanning horizon sensors, as has been referred ber ig a power of 2 from four lobes up there will not 
to above, and is useful over enormous ranges of alti- b, an equal number of lobes in each quadrant of a full 
tude and has the important advantage of requiring only 3600 scan. This is not necessarily fatal because &,e only 
a single scanning means and simplified electronic cir- effect is that there is a different sensitivity in he responw 
cuits so that all information can be derived readily and B0 to pitch and roll axis errors in orienta~on. 
accurately from a single scan. In effect the present in- some unusual instances it may even be desirable to have Wntion performs at least as as the others with ap different sensitivity for pitch and for roll. Far general proximately half as many parts. Also, in a more specific 
aspect of the invention, acquisition means arc provided. however* the scans which a number lobes 
This is of great importance, especially in space which is a power of 2 above the first power are prefer- 
because at a long distance the disc of a planet may be @' able. 
very small and it is easy for a sensor to lose it. Also Among the scans, the most perfect signal, a pracZically 
in the case of some planets, particularly an inner planet Pu" D.e.5 can be produced from a four lobe scan. mis 
such as Venus, the proximity of the Sun to the planet is preferred, therefore, for in most instmmenh ~6th 
may also present a serious problem. Acquisition means other numbers of lobes the final output signd will have 
and protection against Sun are obtained in the horizon a ripple. Tbis is quite serious with scans sf a small num- 
sensors of the present invention by the addition of o m  ber of lobes but not very serious when there are s tar@ 
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n m b e r  of lobes as the rigpb frequency is h e n  high and of Ihe present invention requires additional elements than 
the amplitude mall .  bho~e peeded in horizon sensors used up  t o  the present 
From the above it would appear that the four lobe time.' Essentially what is required is an additional func- 
scan has all the advantaps and none of the disadvantages. tion d every other one of the four reference pulses. In 
This is not strictly true because the four lobe scan has 5 addition to their ordinary function of separating informa- 
iaoks which are relatively large in width. n ~ i s  is e dis- tion with respect to roll and pitch every other one must 
advmbge for two reasons. The first reason, which is dso reverse polarities of output so that the h a 1  outputs 
less imwtant ,  is lhalt with a wide lobe enmcntering the give intelligent signals with respect to roll and pitch. 
disc of a planet or other body at its extRme sweep the This involves a dual function of the pulses but not a t  
scan is crmlsing the edge of the disc at a very flat angle. 10 every pulse, only every other one, which must actuate 
7 3 s  reduces precision somewhat and accentuates depar- two, not one, electronic circuits. The new means is 
tures from the pr fec t  circle of a disc, for exarnple, by sorneaing dhat has hitherto not been needed in horizon 
protubera~ces, naouutains, or depresions. For many op- %nsors and it is this new means which permits informa- 
e r a ~ o n s  this disadvmlhge is so minor as lo be of a s o n d  $ion from a single scan whereas other horizon sensors 
order Bgnificmm. ]Elowever, there 1; mother dibad- 15 have required multiple scannlng heads. It is an advan- 
vaniobage of the four lobe scan which may be slightly str- tage Q£ the present invention that the new result is ob- 
. m e n  the sensor is used in &n- tuned with simple electronic circuits which involve no 
n e c ~ o n  with a body at  a great distance, for example, when additional moving part or any elements that are not com- 
it is lm,Od30 miles or rnore distant from 2 planet, *A& pletely reliable. 
caa occor h spa= w b e s ,  the subterded disc of the planet 20 It is andher advantage of the present invention that 
may be smaller &an the width of lobes at their widest without additional moving parts, detectors, or anything 
part m d  ia SJCD 8 (2% the disc may be lost and not else except two additional simple electronic circuits, alti- 
s c a d .  TLis requires an additional ekment which pro- tude information can be oStained which is always accu- 
v.ides for acquisition and which rotates the whde prism rate a d  which is unalPected .by temporary departures of 
;assembly k o u &  a small arc until a small disc b cut by 25 the satellite from perfect stabilization on pitch and roll 
the scan path. W i l e  there is addition of a further mech- axes. 'The altitude information is given only when the 
%nim e5e acquisition device operates only rarely, per- satellite is in perfectly stabilized position. Again this 
haps a minute or less per week o r  month, a ~ d  so presents is obtained by using the simple3t kind of e!ectronic cir- 
no probkrn of additional power consmpi im or wehr. cuits involving no components which are unreliable and 
It. dws, however, add a little weight aad an additionsJ 390 necessitating a negligible additional power consumption. 
anawhrunisna which dlneoretically can get out of order. In its broadest aspects the present invention with a 
M e n  a large n m k r  d lobes are us& ki the scan, for Single scanning mechanism, a single detector and simple 
exmple, a scan ~& 16 lobes, the width d the lobes is $0 and reliable electronics gives full information when it 
small that the disc of the b d y  observed cannot be loat sees ilny horizon at all. For satellite operation this is 
and, oherefore, in such cases an acquisition mechanism 35 ordinarily dl that is needed. Yet for space probes, es- 
is completely mecessary. In the case of som ~ i r a l l y  at great distances, and when as with a planet 
probes this may be a suBcient advantage to  such as Venus or Mercury, close proximity of the Sun 
choodng a scm with a large number of lobes in spite of may be a problem, the sensor may lose the horizon, or it 
its other &advanlages. However, for the vast majority may be blind& by the Sun, thus giving spurious indica- 
of instrunaents the advantage of the four lobe scan, with 40 tions. A more specific modification of the invention pro- 
or kthoud a q u i s i ~ o n  mechnism, is so meat that it ki vides for the acguisition of a lost horizon or moving away 
prefemed. In the following description the prefened four from an interfering Sun by rotating the whole scan pat- 
i o ! ~  scan will be deraribed )Pulse $eneraling elements tern until a satisfactory p i t i o n  is reached. This needs 
wEch eiPect the switching will be descriBed in conjunc- only a simple drive motor which operates only for a few 
tion with the four lobe scan and at (he end of the speci-8- 45 seconds in a day or week, presents no lubrication prob- 
cation it will be pointed out how their a m b e r  has to  vary !em, and can transmit its information by simple, light, 
with other scan pattern. n l i s  is rnore nnderstandabb rugged means such as potentiometers so that regardless 
after s consideration of the opratiod of the device as a of the final angular position of the pattern the sensor 
whole hcluding its electronic circuits. gives roll, pitch and altitude information with the same 
As the scan prmeeds from Iha local v e d c d  the first 50 accuracy as originally. This does, however, require a 
Bob i n t e r n @  the B~orizon at  twp pints .  The nonlinear coordinate transformation but this is effected or 
lobe in a %ow lake rosette then intersects Ihe horizon also rather can be effected with elements of great simplicity, 
at two points but the axis of the gobe i s  at right angles. w u r a c y  and reliability. In a more specific aspect, there- 
The &ird lobe is then parallel to the first lobe but o P  fore, the invention includes means for acquiring lost hor- 
godte &reto md the fourth one has a s id la r  relation 55 izons or avoiding an interfering Sun. m e  additional 
b the sew&. wei& is negligible and because the acquisition drive is 
$as each lobe scan pmlyesses, 8 square wave is PrQ- used so seldom and for such a short time no measurable 
duced with a sharp diiscontinuity or pulse when the hori- additional power consumption results. Therefore, even 
m n  is crossed. The r w t t e  form of scan, however, does for satellite use where a simplified instrument without 
mt. by itself p rduce  any useful information. It is neces- 60 acquisition facilities will work, means for rotating scan 
sary  that the scan igna l  be related to the pmiiion of the mttern will normally be worthwhile. 
roll and pitch axes on the satellite. This is dore by pro- The invention will be described in connection with a 
.siiding four pulses in 90" inkrvals in the scan cycle. The g p i f i c  instrument operating in the infrared and using 
pulses, however, we  lnot suBcient because Ihe dirbctions typical simple mechanisms with standard electronic cir- 
of scan armad o p ~ i t e  lobes of rosette are the he- 55 cuits. The invention, however, is not limited to any spe- 
verse d owre In if the first horizon cific and exact mechanical or electronic design, it being 
: ~ ~ ~ ~ g ~ r ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ , " $  ~ l l h , " $ ~ ~ ~  z$z one of its advantages that no critical unique designs are 
will be in Ule opposite direction. mis would result in necessary. The invention will also be described in con- 
pain of $square waves from each lobe of reversed polarity 70 junction with the in which: 
md &ey will olher regardlm of the relative FIG. 1 is a section of the scanning mechanism; 
e d ( b s  of (he square wave in each rosette scan. But it FIG. 2 is a diagram of the scan on two horizons rep- 
is precisely the relative widths of the square waves which resenting extremes; 
dekrmine whether the vehicle is tipped with respect to FIG. 3 is a diagram of the electronic circuits, for the 
ei&er pitch or axis. merefore, a e  horizon sensor 75 most part in block or si&plified schematic and with de- 
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tectors and synchronous generators also shown diagram- ably amplified in the channel switch pulse generator 33. 
matically, and THe circuit 31 responds t o  pulses of only one polarity 
FIG. 4 is an illustration of a series of output signal through the diode 55 and as a result responds only to 
forms and control pulses. every other pulse. From the polarity switch the signal 
FTG. 1 shows a housing 1 containing the scanning 5 goes into a channel switching circuit which is also actu- 
mechanism and electronic boards, the latter being shown ated from the switch pulse generator 33. This circuit, 
blank as they are illustrated in FIG. 3. On the housing however, responds to pulses of either polarity and its o p  
face there is a face plate 2 carrying a germanium window eration should be considered with respect to FIG. 2. 
3. Window and plate are shown as  hermetically sealed Scanning starts in lobe 41. At the beginning of the scan 
to the housing to permit pressurization or  other protec- 10 the output will be switched into the roll channel and will 
tion against environmental conditions. Back of the p r -  go to pulse detector 34. After this scan is comp!eted 
manium window are two prisms 4 and 5 rotating in the switch will be to the pulse detector for pitch 35 then 
sleeves turning on ball bearings 11 and 12 in a movable after the next lobe scan there will again be a switch to  the 
framework 17. They are driven by a prism drive motor roll and so on. The two pulse detectors 34 and 35 are 
8 through gears 9 and 10. The gears are chosen SO 15 alternately fed by positive and negative pulses respective- 
that the prism 4 rotates at three times the rate of prism ly from a phase reference pulse generator 40 through di- 
5. The latter is also provided with a convex back face odes 53 and 54. This is actuated by the phase reference 
which acts as a lens imaging incoming collimated light generator pickup 27. As this is a t  45" to  the roll and 
on a detector 15 which is immersed in a germanium lens pitch axes it will produce a pulse which will determine 
16. 20 the relative length of the square wave from one horizon 
The sleeve of the slower rotating prism 5 is provided passage to the other. If there is stabilization on either 
with four magnetic inserts 13, arranged as shown in FIG. axis these two parts of the square wave will be equal. 
3, opposite inserts producing pulses of opposite polarity The effect of the phase generator is shown on FIG. 4, 
in magnetic pickup 14. An acquisition motor 20 drives and in its output the det&tor square wave for each lobe 
a gear 19 which meshes with a gear 18 on the framework 25 scan is divided into positive and negative as is shown in 
17 thus rotating both prisms and hence the whole of the the last two lines of wave forms on  FIG. 4. If there were 
scan pattern itself. Connected to the shaft of the ac- no polarity switch the fact that the scan in opposite lobes 
quisition motor are two potentiometers 21 and 22 with is in opposite directions would ,cause one lob 
sine and cosine output. At 45' to the pickup 14 there is to be positive and the other negative and s i m s i % i  
a second pickup 27, which is also shown in FIG. 3, and 30 the pitch pulses. This is shown in the third line on FIG. 4. 
which acts as  a phase generator which will be described Of course, this would effect cancellation regardless of the 
below. relative widths of the wave either side of the phase 
Turning to FIG. 2 it will be seen that the pattern con- reference generator pulse. This result is shown in the 
sists of four lobes, 41, 42,43 and 44. The design of the fifth line and sixth line of FIG. 4. However, the polarity 
prisms is such that the extreme extent of-the scan is 70". 33 switch reverses so that all of the roll waves initially are 
This takes care of the horizon of a near planet, for ex- positive and all of the pitch waves negative. The result 
ample, in the case of Venus at 5,000 miles the subtense appears in the last line of FIG. 4. It  will be seen that 
is 52". At the same time there is sufficient scan t o  take difference in horizon passage will give a D.C. output. The 
care of a minimum subtense of 2.4" which would corre- lines show the satellite balanced on the roll axis but out 
spond to Mars at 100,000 miles. The scanning rate is 40 of balance on the pitch axis. 
such that the detector crosses the horizon in 1 millisecond, The output from the pulse detectors 34 and 35 has con- 
the prism 4 being rotated a t  315 r.p.m. while prism 5 is siderable ripple and so is filtered in filters 36 and 37 to 
rotated at 105 r.p.m. If the horizon is lost the acquisi- produce a filtered D.C. output. This is shown in dotted 
tion motor 20 starts turning as a result of the absence lines in the last line of FIG. 4. Finally output amplifiers 
of horizon pulses and rotates the whole of the pattern 45 38 and 39 amplify the D.C. signals. 
until a horizon is picked up. Ordinarily it is not neces- When the satellite is balanced on both axes, that is 
sary to rotate the pattern more than a few degrees, how- when the output of amplifiers 38 and 39 are zero, an 
ever, the acquisition motor can drive it through from altitude circuit is actuated. This opens the gate 46 and 
90 to 110". If the drive is in a direction so that the a portion of the signal from circuit 29 after filtering in 
horizon is not found the drive motor reverses itself by 50 the Ntqr 45 is then fed out as a D.C. signal proportional 
conventional switches (not shown), and searches back to altitude. This is the average of both the roll and pitch 
again through the same range. pulses and depends only on the length of time between 
It will be seen that there is only one main driving motor horizon crossings which again is related to altitude. 
and the prisms in their sleeves are the only normally mov- If the scan pattern is turned by the acquisition, motor 
ing parts. When it is necessary to acquire a horizon, the 65 a nonlinear trigonometric transformation is needed so that 
acquisition motor operates only through a very short arc the roll and pitch level outputs will be the same as if there 
and for a time which may be a second or less. Accord- had been no rotation. The motor rotates the movable 
ingly, there is no significant wear on this part of the in- arms on the four potentiometers 49, 50, 51, 52 shown in 
strument and no measurable power consumption. FIG. 3. 
FIG. 3 shows the electronic circuits, for the most part 60 In the specific description of the invention with the 
in block diagram form, as they are of standard electronic preferred four lobe scan two kinds of switching have 
design. The detector IS feeds a signal into an A.C. pre- been provided, polarity switching and channel switching. 
amplifier 28. This amplified signal then goes through a The pulse generators have been actuated by the slow prism 
clamping and limiting amplifier 29. A portion of the which was provided with pulse generating elements. Pulse 
signal passes through a circuit 30 which disables am- a j  generation is entirely conventional and the common mag- 
plification if the Sun is seen as the signal from the Sun is netic type was therefore described in which magnetic in- 
far above any level of normal operation. A portion of serts in the edge of the slow prism produced pulses. There 
this signal also actuates the signal presence sensing cir- are numerous other pulse generating elements, for exam- 
cuits 47 which keeps the acquisition motor 20 uncon- ple, holes through which light may shine and the like, but 
nected as long as there is any signal present. The sole- 70 as these are all completely conventional only the common 
noid 48 permits the switch to close in the absence of sig- magnetic type has been specifically illustrated. The inven- 
nal, or when the solar detector has disabled amplification. tion, of course, is not concerned with the particular design 
In normal operation, the square waves produced by of pulse generating elements. 
the detector now pass through a polarity switch 31 which While the exact design of the pulse generating elements 
is actuated by the pulses from magnetic pickup 14, suit- 76 and their associated circuitry in pulse formation is a 
8,088,811 
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the number of the elements and merating electrical output signals proportional to the 
the switching circuib which are actuated by the pulses must angular deviation of the object horizon fram first and 
corrapond to t .  nnmber of l o b  in the scan. the m n d  reference axes on said sensor; channel switchins 
preferred scans in powers of two the mmber of pdae means for alternately dirkting said detector electrical 
generating elements on the slow prism must equal output signal to one of said circuits; polarity switching 
number of lobes. m e  polarity switching circuit is the means for reversing the polarity of selected pulses of said 
same as described b e ,  that is to say, it is actuated by detector electxical output signal; each of said switchins 
every other pulse. Tbh is true whether the scan has four means being interposed between said detector and. said 
lobes, eight lobes, sixteen lobes, etc. The channel switch electronic circuits and being actuated by said rotating 
which directs signals to the roll or pitch channel circuits 10 prisms, and pulse generating means actuated by said rotat- 
respectively hu to be act- each time the scan Pattern ing prisms for providing a phase reference pulse for said 
leaves the pair of quadrants in qu~~tion. In tbe of electronic M t s ,  said circuits being operatively con- 
the four lobe scan with the roll and pitch axis located as nected to said pulse generating means. 
shown, there is a change each scan for there is only one 3. A horizon sensor according to claim wherein, the 
lobe per quadrant llerefore, the channel switch circuit 1s rotational speed of the counter-rotating prisms is such 
responds to each pulse. In the case of a larger number as to produce a scan pattern having 2n lobes wherc; n is 
of lobes such as 8 or 16 t h m  w i l l  be multiple scans with an intern greater than 1; the slower rotating prism is 
respect to the same axis in each quadrant, therefore, the provided with uniformly spaced pulse generating elements 
switching circuit will not respond until the scans in the the ~mbcr of which k equal to the number of lobes in 
particular quadrant arc 5ishcd. In the case of 8 lobes 20 the scan; and two pulse generating systems actuated by 
this will be every other scan and in the Case of 16 lobes the pulse generating elements for polarity and channel 
every four scans. The change in the circuit is electronical- Switching and phase reference respectively, said pulse 
ly conventional introducing bistable or flipflop circuits So genaating systems being displaced around the periphrry 
that the final spritch actuation does not Occur until of the dowly rotating prism such that the angle between 
required number of scans have been made. 28 them equals 180°/2n. 
The angular position of the pulse generator for the p h w  4. A horizon sensor according to claim 3 in which the 
reference system will also change with the number of counter-rotating prisms turn at speeds .in the ratio of 3 
lobes. Here the relationship is quite simple. It is 180' to 1 to produce a four lobe scan pattern. 
divided by the number of lobes. In the case of 4 lobes 5. A horizon sensor according to claim 2 wherein the 
this means that the two pulse generating circuits must be SO counter-rotating prisms are mounted in. a framework 
45" from each other. In the case of 8 lobes this separation rotatable about the rotational axis of the prisms, means 
will be half as great. for rotating the framework slowly, switching meaas for 
We claim: starting and stopping rotation, and means responsive to 
1. A horizon sensor comprising in combination and in said detector electrical output signal within a predeter- 
optical alignment a detector for optical radiations which 36 mined range for actuating the switching means to off 
transforms the radiation into electrical signals, means for position. 
imaging a point on the object to be scanned onto the 6. A horizon sensor according to claim 5 in which the 
detector and scanning means comprising two counter-* counter-rotating prisms are driven at rates to produce 
rotating prisms, the counter-rotation of the prisms king a pattern having 2n lobes where n k an integer m t e r  
adjusted to produce a c o n t i n p  scan in the form of a 40 than 1. 
multilobar rosette, whmby scanning across a horizon 7. A horizon sensor according to claim 6 in which the 
produces an electrid signal depending on the radiation counter-rotating prisms turn at speeds in the ratio of 3 
of the object or space scanned together with a sharp pub to 1 to produce a four lobe scan pattern. 
when the scan crosses a horizon representing a sharp 8. A horizon sumor according to claim 5, wherein said 
radiation discontinuity, means actuaied by the counter- 46 first and second circuits are provided with non-linear vari- 
rotating prisms for chaoging polarity as the dirccti00. of able transformation elements actuated by the angular 
scan changes, electronic amplifying circuits, one for movement of the framework and correcting for output 
orientation with respect to a pitch axis of the horizon change due to framework rotation. 
sensor and one for a roll axis, pulse generating means actu- 9. A horiun! sensor according to claim 8, wherein the 
ated by the counter-rotating prisms for alternately switch- 50 elements are four potentiometers, two cosine and two sine, 
ing the detector signal into pitch and roll channels, mid one sine and one cosine potentiometer being connected to 
switching means being actuated in synchronism with the the output of the 5rat circuit and one cosine and one sine 
change of scan pattern from one with respect to to the output of the second circuit, and means for addine 
pitch axis to one with respect to the roll axis and vice the outppt of the cosine potentiometer of one circuit to 
versa, and averaging means in the circuits to produce an 55 that of the de porntiomem of the oh ~ t .  
electrical output proportional to the time of scan across 
an object the horizon of which is to be sensed. 10. A horizon sensor as defined in claim 2, and includ- ing altitude sensing means responsive to said circuit out- 2. A horizon sensor comprising in combination: an put sienals and to said dewtor output for pmid- optical system consisting of a first prism and a second prism; drive means for rotating said prisms in opposite 60 ing a m e r  el=tricd Output signal proportional to the 
directions to provide a continuous scan in the form of a length of time between horizon crofJSbS* 
multi-lobar rosette pattern; a radiation detector positioned 
in optical alignment with said optical system, said op t id  Rcterencen Cited in the tile of this patent 
system focusing radiation from the object s c a ~ e d  onto UNITED STATES PATENTS 
said detector for providing an electrical Output s&d 65 
having sharp pulses corresponding to the points at which 2,950,428 Givers ------ -------,-- Aug. 23,1960 
the scan crosses the obejct first and second elec- 2,975,289 Robert et al. ------------ Mar. 14,1961 
tronic c*cuits operatively connected to said dewtor for 2,975,668 -1------------------ Mar. 21- 1961 
